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What Is Whole Language? 
Educational journals and books are inundated with the term whole language 
(Watson et al. 1989; McConaghy 1988; Gunderson & Shapiro 1988; Altwerger et 
al. 1987; Weaver 1988; Goodman 1986), but there does not seem to be a clear 
agreement on what the term really means. Bergeron (1990) conducted a content 
analysis of sixty-four professional articles related to whole language and composed 
the following description: 
Whole language is a concept that embodies both a philosophy of language 
development as well as the instructional approaches embedded within, and 
supportive of, that philosophy. This concept includes the use of real literature 
and writing in the context of meaningful, functional, and cooperative experi-
ences in order to develop in students motivation and interest in the process of 
learning. (p. 319) 
Consensus on the fundamental features of the philosophy include (1) that 
language develops naturally and is therefore a social phenomenon used for com-
munication purposes, (2) that language learning and teaching must be personalized 
in order to meet the needs and interest of each learner, and (3) that language 
learning is considered to be a part of making sense of the world; language therefore 
does not need to be learned separately first, but rather is learned holistically in 
context, not in bits and pieces in isolation (Froese 1991: 2). 
Theorists often disagree whether whole language is a method, an approach, a 
set of beliefs, or a professional theory. Some argue that whole language is another 
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label for "whole word" learning. Publishers have markete·d· "whole language" work-
books, flashcards, and reading series that o~ten make tra?monal class.room teaching 
1 k very similar to whole-language teaching. These m1srepresentauons of "whole 
l~~guage" are in contradiction to what whole language ~s inten~ed to be: "a 
child-centered, literature-based approach to language teaching that immerses stu-
dents in real communication situations" (Froese 1991: 3); "a learner-focused 
[curriculum] that holds to a conception of the 'whole child,' of the active learner, 
of the classroom as a community, and of teachers who learn and learners who 
teach" (Edelsky et al. 1991: 7); "a philosophy concerning how children learn, from 
which educators derive strategies for teaching" (Morrow 1993: 19). 
Why Whole Language Evolved 
First-language acquisition seems to be a relatively painless way of learning 
language. No formal teaching is involved and there is a rather lengthy listening 
phase (approximately two years in length) followed by a rapidly progressing speak-
ing phase. By the time a child is three or four, she or he can communicate most 
needs and relate to the world around them. When students attend school, language 
seems to become a problematic issue, most especially in the area of reading. This 
apparent paradox has been investigated by linguists, psychologists, and educators 
as an area of concern. Linguists have discovered that children learned to use 
language through meaningful, social interactions in combination with other sign 
systems. Language, then, is used for communication in real situations and is 
functional in origin. Psychologists have learned that children internalize "rules" 
about language: they construct how language works and then overgeneralize these 
rules. Psychologists suggest that language may be analyzed for structure and how 
it is used. Whether language is used to persuade or inform can be considered 
(Tough 1977) in that language learners are motivated to correct meaning rather 
than to correct form (Froese 1991: 8). Educational researchers have investigated 
effective language-learning strategies such as cooperative learning, learner-centered 
curriculum organization, and observational and assessment techniques (e.g., port-
folio assessment). Such investigations have contributed to a better understanding 
of how to optimize learning in the classroom. The selection of appropriate materials 
and reading as an interactive, constructive process are two additional areas re-
searched by educators. The research has resulted in the realization that general 
strategic knowledge functions in close alliance with specific content knowledge 
(Perkins &: Salomon 1989). 
Proponents of whole language believe that children are eager to learn when 
they come to school and that learning is an effortless process that is constant 
without great effort or pain. Children begin school with an acquired vocabulary of 
10,000 words (Gursky 1991: 23) and a good grasp of grammar rules without benefit 
of formal language and grammar instruction. Based on this observation, whole-
language advocates stress that language should be kept whole and children should 
use language in ways that relate to their own lives and culture. The ideal classroom 
is one that is child-centered, in which the teacher is a co-learner and a resource 
who shares power with the students and allows them to make choices. The 
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teacher's role ~s to pro~ide a c.o~~ent-rich environment and to provide engaging, 
hands-on, acnve leammg acuvmes that meet the interests and talents of the 
students. Students collaborate with each other in the learning process and thus 
learning becomes a social act. 
Since children already know how to speak and listen when they begin school 
their formal instruction i~ language ~egins with,;eading. That is why the two camp~ 
of learning have fought m the rea~mg arena. The Great Reading Debate" really 
raises a much more profound question about pedagogy and the nature and purpose 
of schooling (Gursky 1991: 23). 
The Great Reading Debate 
In the last twenty years the framework for whole language has been evolving. 
The research initially began in the area of reading and the process of reading 
(Goodman 1968, 1969; Smith 1971). According to the whole-language perspective, 
reading is a transactional process (Rosenblatt 1978; Goodman 1984) in which the 
reader brings his or her own experiences to the reading of the text, combines this 
with the cues provided by the text, and constructs a unique interpretation (Edelsky 
et al. 1991: 20). Whole-language approaches to reading include a variety of chil-
dren's literature in their curriculum. Charlotte Huck (1987) defines literature as 
"the imaginative shaping of life and thought into the forms and structures of 
language" (Froese 1991: 52). Songs, stories, poetry, chapters from novels, and 
stories serve as springboards for creative activity. Literature becomes a teaching tool 
to engage students actively in reading. Stanley Fish (1980) argues for the incor-
poration of literary texts into the foreign language classroom by placing the em-
phasis on the "responses" of the reader of a literary text, rather than treating a text 
as an object in and of itself. He argues that, without a reader, a literary text is 
nothing more than vowels and consonants. The text is activated when the reader 
brings a wealth of experiences with him or her to the text. The text, then, essentially 
has two authors, (1) the person who wrote it (author) and (2) the person who 
receives it (reader). 
An author writes a text in order to produce an effect (entertainment, drama, 
information, moral point of view). The subjective factors (experiences, wishes, 
disposition, needs) of the reader influence and determine the understanding of the 
text. Reading then is an active process in which the secure reader fills in the voids 
(Unbestimmtheitsstellen, Bredella 1985) left open in the text. These voids are ten-
tatively filled by the personal experiences and knowledge of the reader. Literature 
and literary texts would thus serve as a communicative springboard for the re-
sponses on the part of the reader to the text. This allows for innumerable inter-
pretations of the text and would make literary texts compatible with the goals of 
the proficiency-oriented foreign language classroom (Moeller 1991). 
Fish (1980) defines responses to include "any and all of the activities provoked 
by a string of words: the projection of syntactical and/ or lexical probabilities-their 
subsequent occurrence or nonoccurrences; attitudes towards persons, or things, or 
ideas referred to, the reversal or questioning of these attitudes and much more" (p. 
2 7). The role of the teacher in the classroom then is to capitalize on "the preexisting 
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h the students bring with them to the reading of a literary text and t sc ema . . 11 k"ll ( o them to express these expenences usmg a s 1 s reading, writin 
encourage ) Th. h"l h f d" · g, 
s eaking, listening)" (Moeller 19~1: 4. 1sy 1 osop_ yo rea m~ 1n:iplies that 
hp . no one "single" interpretation or meanmg for a given text, which is in direct t ere 1s . · h h h 
t to most reading and literature mstruct10n, w ere t e teac er "transmits contras f h · · d ·1 information to students, who spend most o t e1r time as oc1 e recipient" (Gursky 
1991: 22). 
Whole Language and Diversity 
The emphasis in the whole-language classroom is not merely on being able 
to decode, or being able to recite words on ~page, but rath~r to be able to read with 
comprehension. As content enters the cumculum, nonmamst~eam students begin 
to fall behind in part because they have not learned to read with comprehension 
only to decode. Often they do not understand the content because it is alien to thei; 
cultural backgrounds. These students have no personal reference to many of the 
concepts in social studies or literature that they are "r~a_d~ng." Whole language 
advocates adapting the curriculum and classroom acuvmes to the needs and 
interests of the children. Kenneth Goodman, author of numerous books about 
whole language, states "schools have a tend~ncy to treat difference as deficiency. 
Whole language treats differences as somethmg to be expected and builds on that. 
That's why it works so well with Native Americans, bilingual kids, black kids in 
urban and rural settings" (Gursky 1991: 27). 
Writing as a Dynamic Process 
Like reading, writing is regarded as a dynamic process in which learners 
discover new meanings. Writers continuously revise their words, sentences, mean-
ings, and thoughts. Like reading, writing is functional in that we write for a pur-
pose (convince, inform, persuade). In traditional programs, writing skills are 
learned, beginning with handwriting, copying the letters of the alphabet, spelling, 
transcription of texts, and an emphasis on the mechanics of writing. In a whole-
language classroom, writing achieves a language function and is treated as a means 
of discovery and communication rather than as a series of discrete skills to be 
mastered one after another. Writing then serves the needs of the children to ex-
press and illuminate their thoughts. The teacher helps the child to define the 
purpose for the writing activity, then works as a co-editor in achieving spelling and 
punctuation skills. The emphasis lies on meaning, all writings are regarded as 
works in progress, and thus no writing sample is regarded as a failure. As the 
format evolves, the teacher serves as a resource to help shape the work into a 
suitable piece. Stephen and Susan Tchudi (1983) point out that writing can serve 
a most important objective in helping students to learn and understand the con-
tent in all areas of the school curriculum: "When students write imaginatively 
about scientific principles-say, using their knowledge from a unit on fuels to write 
a futuristic story about transportation-they will learn their subject more effec-
tively than when they merely master the basic concepts in the textbook" (Froese 
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1991: 125~. The self-co~fiden~e the students will gain in their ability to express 
their own ideas and feelmgs will help them to become aware of the many ways in 
wh~ch ~anguag_e works. I~ ~ssence, who~e languag~ ~ncourages the actual partici-
pation m readmg and wntmg, not readmg and wntmg exercises. 
Oral Language with Purpose 
Children learn to talk long before they read and write; this desire to com-
municate orally is the cornerstone of successful literacy experiences. As students 
read for pleasure and write to communicate, they use talk as a means of sharing 
their ideas. Real people use real language for real purposes (Goodman 1986; 
Altwerger et al. 1987). In the whole-language classroom, students are presented 
with a real language situation and from that whole seek to make personal meanings. 
In the whole-language classroom, the students are introduced to whole books, not 
isolated sight words; in writing, students are encouraged to invent spellings, the 
emphasis being on creating meaning for the learner not on the drilling of spelling 
words. In the whole-language classroom, talk is encouraged (1) to help students 
discover the unique aspects of a book and to discover similarities and differences 
among other books and authors and (2) to discuss their writing and try out a piece 
of writing on someone and ask for help and feedback. Rosen (1989) and Phelan 
(1989) have stressed the importance of talk in the classroom, while Lindfors (1987) 
has shown that talk can expand a child's theory of the world and increase the 
retention of knowledge. Judith Newman (1985) points out that teachers in the 
whole-language classroom try to shift the responsibility for learning so that it rests 
more heavily on the students. Students are given choices and allowed to take more 
responsibility for their own learning, more interaction patterns are possible, and 
students begin to take a more active role in controlling the talk. 
Searle (1987) has stated that intent, or the desire to use language for a personal 
purpose, is the driving force behind all language use. In order to lower the anxiety 
level to optimize talking in the classroom, a comfortable atmosphere must be 
established. Acceptance and encouragement should be stressed rather than eval-
uation. When a certain degree of comfort exists, students feel secure and valued. 
Whole language encourages students to express their own opinions and ideas, but 
in order to do this, students must feel comfortable enough to take the risk when 
they are unsure or wrong. Teachers must model this behavior and establish an 
atmosphere of learning together, a community of learners. Little and Sanders 
suggest that "communication does not actually take place in the classroom unless 
the language learners are a community" (Little and Sanders 1989: 277). 
What's Whole about Foreign Language? 
Many of the features of whole language noted above are strongly evident in 
the proficiency-oriented movement in foreign language teaching. Upon analysis of 
Omaggio-Hadley's (1986) five working hypotheses for foreign language method-
ology and proficiency, the similarities with whole-language philosophy become 
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very apparent. Hypothesis 1. states that opportunitie~ must be provided for students 
to practice using language m a range of contexts likely to be encountered in the 
target culture. Ken Goodman (1986) feels foreign language programs in U.S. schools 
have been largely unsuccessful because the language is "isolated from real speech 
and literacy events, and most American children have no use for the second 
language as they learn it" (p. 17). He continues by st~ting "t~ be successful, school 
second language programs must incorpo~ate ~uthe~nc funcuonal lang.uage oppor-
tunities" (p. 17). This real-world conn~cn~n that immerses __ st~dents m real com-
munication situations whenever possible (Froese 1991: vu) is a shared goal of 
proficiency-oriented and whole~l~~guage ~lass_rooms. Krash_en's (1982) theoretical 
model of second language acquismon, which is a subconscious process similar, if 
not identical, to the way children develop ability in their first language, maintains 
much as whole language does that acquisition of grammatical structures proceeds 
in a predictable order when that acquisition is a natural one, not a formal learning 
of isolated grammar skills. 
Krashen distinguishes between language acquisition and language learning, 
the latter being a conscious knowledge of the rules of grammar of a second language 
and their application in production. Krashen's monitor hypothesis states that 
acquisition is the sole initiator of all second-language utterances and is responsible 
for fluency, while learning can function only as an "editor" or "monitor" for the 
output. In his input hypothesis, Krashen claims learners "go for meaning" first, and, 
as a result, acquire structure as well. Language then is acquired only when learners 
are exposed to "comprehensible input"-language that contains structures that are 
"a little beyond" the learner's current level of competence (i - 1), but which is 
comprehensible through the use of context, the knowledge of the world, and other 
extralinguistic cues directed to the learner. Krashen continues by stating that input 
does need to be deliberately planned to contain appropriate structures: if com-
munication is successful and there is enough of it, i + 1 is provided automatically. 
The final part of the input hypothesis maintains that speaking fluency cannot 
be taught directly, but rather "emerges" naturally over time. Krashen maintains that 
although early speech is not grammatically accurate, accuracy will develop over 
time as the learner hears and understands more input. Whole-language supporters 
maintain that form follows function in language development (Goodman 1986: 18) 
and that learning is facilitated if it meets a functional, real communicative need or 
purpose. Language learning is regarded as a process of social and personal inven-
tion that is constantly tested, modified, and perfected while using it. Language is 
regarded as being learned from whole to part and can only be learned "within the 
whole utterance in a real speech event" (Froese 1991: 19). 
Corollaries 1, 2, and 3 of Omaggio-Hadley's (1986) first hypothesis state that 
students should be encouraged to express their own meaning as early as possible, 
that active communicative interaction should be promoted, and that creative lan-
guage practice should be encouraged. Whole language views language development 
as occurring through actual use. The acquisition process is viewed as one of gen-
erating and testing hypotheses about language subsystems (Edelsky et al. 1991: 17), 
and language learners hypothesize rules based on "input" during actual use, not 
through conscious effort or through being directly taught the rules themselves 
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(Edelsky et al. 1991: 18). Mistakes then are necessary in order to construct these 
rules firsthand. 
According to Selinker and Lamendella (1979) fossilization can occur if the 
learner sees no reason to improve his or her interim grammar and decides that it 
is adequate to serve his or her needs. This is unlikely to happen in a formal 
classroom where .~he:e .is a scaffolding ap~roach to language learning. Stevick 
(1976) states that bmldmg toward accuracy does not imply that students should 
be expected to yro~uce onl~ correc.t utterances in the target language. "Creating" 
with language implies a taking of nsks to go beyond one's current level of com-
petence to communicate a novel message. 
Corollary 4 of Omaggio-Hadley's first hypothesis promotes the use of au-· 
thentic language whenever possible. Proficiency-oriented instruction promotes 
learning language in logical context, either through authentic discourse-length 
input or through language-learning materials that simulate authentic input using 
sentences that follow in logical sequence (Omaggio-Hadley 1986: 116). Optimal 
use of authentic texts (e.g., ads, songs, TV listings, literary texts, cartoons, comics, 
videos) is encouraged to optimize a real-world connection in the classroom. Coody 
and Nelson (1982) suggest that when children hear stories and poems read aloud, 
their listening skills improve. As children talk about their responses to literature, 
their oral language abilities are enhanced. When literary styles are explored, they 
find models for personal writing. As they share stories and novels, their reading is 
enriched. Literature, an authentic text, then becomes a source of entertainment and 
becomes "fun," not drudgery. 
Omaggio-Hadley's (1986) second hypothesis for a proficiency-oriented class-
room states that opportunities should be provided for students to practice carrying 
out a range of functions likely to be necessary in dealing with others in the target 
culture. Functions are defined as tasks accomplished, attitudes expressed, and 
tone conveyed (e.g., being able to defend, make inquiries, hypothesize) in every-
day situations. Traditional classrooms have merely asked learners to respond to 
questions, placing the learner in a respondent posture only and not that of active 
questioner, initiator, and conversant. The proficiency-oriented classroom incor-
porates a variety of these universal functions that are carefully sequenced to facil-
itate real-world communication. As Searle (1987) has noted, if the intent to use 
language belongs only to the teacher and the child is allowed to respond only to 
the teacher's comprehension questions, the child may provide only the briefest 
answer and thereby the child's language is greatly curtailed. The teacher should 
become a listener and facilitator, supportive and sensitive to what the child is 
trying to say. 
This student-centered approach is central to both whole language and pro-
ficiency, not only in the teacher-student interactions, but also in the student-
student interactions. In order to become proficient speakers both in the first and 
in the second language, learners must speak in the language, not about the language. 
This means that the teacher delegates the responsibility of helping students to the 
other students, encourages spontaneous questions, and is a member of the group, 
but not necessarily the dominant member. The responsibility of the discussion falls 
on the learners. 
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In the foreign language classroom, cooperative learning can be incorporated 
to place the responsibility oflearning on the st~dent~. _T_hrough gr_o~p a?d pair work 
activities, students speak in the language while ehcitmg and givmg mformation. 
Through conversation cards and simulations, ~h~ .students must argue, defend, and 
hypothesize in the target language. These acm.'!tles must be ~o~textualized to be 
meaningful and be of interest to the students ~n order to optimize learning. 
Omaggio-Hadley's (1986) third hypothesis encourages the development of 
linguistic accuracy. Because proficiency-orie~ted classroo~s encourage learners to 
create with the language and express their own meanmgs from the onset of 
instruction, mistakes will occur readily. But, as in whole language, these mistakes 
are regarded as natural and are developmental in nature. Grammar will be fine-
tuned as language emerges, but complex grammar learning is reserved for the more 
advanced language classroom. In the beginning and intermediate second language 
classroom, the emphasis is on vocabulary building, risk-taking, and creating with 
the language. 
Error-correction strategies to avoid early error fossilization have been re-
searched and incorporated into the proficiency-oriented classroom. Experimen-
tation with peer correction, self-correction, and teacher correction have been 
carefully examined and delineated in the foreign language teaching literature 
(Omaggio-Hadley 1986: 294-305). In both the whole-language and the proficiency 
movements, errors and mistakes are regarded as a natural developmental phase 
toward emerging accuracy. Creativity is encouraged and promoted, not mastery of 
isolated grammar or spelling or lexical units. 
Hypothesis 4 of Omaggio-Hadley (1986) addresses the need to respond to the 
affective needs as well as the cognitive needs of the student. Krashen outlined the 
following conditions as necessary for language acquisition to occur: (1) the learner 
is motivated, (2) she or he has self-confidence and a good self-image, and (3) his 
or her level of anxiety is low. Krashen suggests that second language learners not 
be required to produce speech until they are "ready" to do so. Speaking fluency 
cannot be taught, but "emerges" naturally in time with enough comprehensible 
input. To lower the affective filter, error correction should be kept to a minimum 
in the classroom and should never occur in free conversation. Optimal use should 
be made of the target language. This input must be comprehensible, interesting, and 
not grammatically sequenced. Whole-language classrooms share the same concern 
of creating a community of learners who are comfortable and pave the way for 
sharing, active learning, and risk-taking. 
Omaggio-Hadley's (1986) fifth hypothesis promotes cultural understanding 
and emphasizes that students be prepared to "live more harmoniously in the 
target-language community" (p. 53). Both whole-language and proficiency-oriented 
instruction emphasize active, interactive, learner-centered learning that requires 
students to work collaboratively to solve problems, complete projects, and com-
plete a task. Through the use of strategies such as cooperative learning, group work, 
and pair work, students learn to work together, a process resulting in interdepen-
dence. As students share their ideas and work, an appreciation for the other 
individuals will evolve. By making use of all skills (reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening) all learning styles will be addressed, and the individual student will have 
equal access to capitalize on his or her strengths. The teacher becomes a learner 
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with the _students as cu:riculum decisions are made jointly. Students have options 
from w~1~~ to choose m o:der to complete their work, and as a result accept the 
respons1b1hty for the leammg. The classrooms have a real-world connection, and 
students are exposed to real language samples that are relevant to them and 
functional in nature. 
Assessu1ent 
Much as in the whole-language classroom, the proficiency- oriented classroom 
must make use of holistic evaluation processes. A holistic approach is based on the 
premise that language is used for communication purposes first, and only when it 
is well internalized should it be analyzed (Froese 1991: 287). Foreign languages 
today are often taught in an "immersion" setting because it has proven more 
effective in language acquisition and learning. Since much of whole-language and 
proficiency-oriented instruction is student-centered in nature, students should be 
allowed to select not only their choices of reading materials, but also the methods 
of assessment to be used. Process-oriented as well as product-oriented assessment 
must be considered in the evaluation process. How students develop ideas, orga-
nize them, and revise them can give greater insight into gains made in learning than 
a single end product. This also lends greater insight into the individual student and 
the progress made. This diagnostic assessment personalizes the instruction and 
allows for a gathering of materials over a period of time. This longitudinal gathering 
of documents, writings, and products is often referred to as a portfolio assessment 
(Valencia et al. 1989; Jongsma 1989). 
Omaggio-Hadley and many whole-language specialists promote classroom 
applications of assessment according to all four skills: reading, writing, listening, 
and speaking as a whole (Froese 1991: 291; Omaggio-Hadley 1986: 316). A variety 
of holistic assessment techniques that represent real communication situations are 
offered by Froese (1991). Many of these can be incorporated into the foreign 
language classroom. 
One of the most applicable of these techniques is the Wilkinson Framework. 
Wilkinson ( 197 4) devised a framework for analyzing almost any listening situation. 
Six questions are asked: 'Who communicates what to whom, how and why, and 
on what occasion?" This task requires students to draw on personal experience, to 
deduce the reason for the conversation, and to guess where it is taking place. The 
task requires authentic communication in the form of television and radio adver-
tisements, recorded speeches, live sportscasts, recordings of debates that groups of 
students listen to and then discuss. They then have to analyze and answer the 
questions posed above: who, what, to whom, why, what occasion, and how? 
(Froese 1991: 293-94). Omaggio-Hadley (1986) notes a similar activity in which 
students listen to authentic messages on a telephone answering machine and must 
record in the native language who called, when, why, and a summary of the 
message (p. 141). 
Testing only for accuracy when function and content have been the focus of 
the classroom is invalid. Instead of grammar-driven tests, exams must be contex-
tualized to encourage students to derive meaning from the available cues, a skill 
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that goes beyond the walls of the foreign language classroom. Test items should be 
embedded in discourse-length formats to resemble natural language, not in fill-
in-the-blank format. Hosenfeld (1976) revealed in her research that students do not 
even have to process meaning of individual sentences on these fill-in-the-blank, 
multiple-guess exams and often "short-circuit" g~ammatical exercises of this type 
without processing language for some authennc purpose. One of the greatest 
classroom discrepancies that exist in the foreign language classroom often occurs 
between the course goals, usually stated in proficiency terms, and the grammar tests 
that are utilized to measure student achievement (Omaggio-Hadley 1986: 310). If 
the tests are still grammar-oriented in nature, the effects of curricular innovations 
are quickly counteracted and the proficiency goals explicitly stated in the course 
goals are invalidated. Bartz (1976) .has pointed .out the .need to design tests that 
assess students' ability to commumcate authentic meanmg. 
Since much of the work in both the whole-language and proficiency-oriented 
classroom encourages independence in learning and self-selection, students should 
be involved in the assessment process and be held accountable for self-assessment. 
This can be done in individual conferences or through peer evaluation in which 
students provide feedback to assist in minimizing errors. Likewise, journal writing, 
writing folders, student self-evaluations, and doze tests are all holistic assessment 
techniques that more appropriately measure the goals and progress achieved by the 
learners than standardized exams based on a predetermined curriculum. 
Implications for the Foreign Language Classroom 
The overlapping of philosophical underpinnings and theory of language ac-
quisition as viewed by the whole-language advocates and proficiency-oriented 
theorists recommend a much deeper and more profound look by foreign language 
educators at the whole-language movement and classroom. Learning approaches 
and language theories support the whole-language approach. There is enough 
existing research that has been conducted to lend valuable insights into second 
language instruction (Froese 1991: 314-42). Volumes of successful strategies and 
techniques have been published that can be easily adapted for the second language 
classroom. 
By building on the solid theoretical foundation and numerous practical ap-
plications provided by this approach to literacy instruction, second language ed-
ucators can augment their classroom teaching practices to advance active and 
interactive student-centered instruction. Much can be learned from research and 
practice in the field of whole-language learning and teaching that is applicable and 
directly transferable to the foreign language classroom. 
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